Firenock Review by Pat Patterson March 17, 2009
Firenock GAH, GAT(GA, AT)
If you are in the market for lighted nocks, look no further than Fire Nock. I tried both the Target (AT) and hunting
series(GA) nocks and both work as specified. Well probably better... shooting 3D, the target nock is easy to follow
and see where you hit, but.. give it just a couple of seconds and it will turn itself off. Which is a great help and
hopefully no one shoots at your nock, since they cost a little more than a regular nock.
The hunting Series nock(GA) is one of the best I have shot, they turn off and on with ease. I hunted with these this
year and in low light they really are easy to follow. After the shot, it's easy to find your arrow since the nock stays lit
until you turn it off... but whatever you do leave it lit. It also doubles as a marker to start your blood trail with. I
used mine this way, after dark, you can easily look back and see which way you have come and just how far you have
to go when coming back. This red nock is super bright in the woods after dark.
These nocks are easy to install but... please read the instructions and pay careful attention to the spring on the
circuit board. Take your time and you will have no problems. Also the nocks were a little tight and string wax was
suggested to help with this. This makes the installation much easier but...a little wax goes along way.
Great nocks with a good warranty also, I damaged one (pay attention to the spring) and Dorge sent me a
replacement, one failed to light even with a new battery and a new one was sent out to replace it.
Thanks Dorge for a good product.
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